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Before you Stands the Future.The Cardinal plans to execute seventeen-year-old Rebecca Collins,

just as soon as he gets what he needs to solidify his rule over the United Territories. Faced with

certain death, Rebecca discovers not everyone is under the Cardinal's control. A new alliance helps

Rebecca and her friends escape the PIT, giving Rebecca a chance to live the life her Rejection took

away. But the Cardinal needs her in order to stay in power, and he doesn't care who has to die to

bring her back to justice. Her last fight was a push to survive. This time, Rebecca has a life that

might be worth dying for.Continue the journey that started with Rejection and leads to a new

Revelation. Buy Rite of Revelation today!New to the Acceptance Series? Catch up on the YA

dystopian series that readers are clamoring for. Check out Rite of Rejection.
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WARNING: Spoilers from book oneThe second book, Rite of Revelation, starts off basically where

book one left off. Rebecca and Daniel were able to hack into the Cardinal's feed during Acceptance



day. Along with a dozen other brave "rejects" including Elizabeth, Constance and Thomas, they tell

the true story behind the machine and the Cardinal's control. With the knowledge of their imminent

death, Rebecca and Daniel break out of the PIT. Finally free, they find a place where they are truly

accepted and able to live their lives. Although the Cardinal has other plans, and will not rest until he

finishes what he started, and gains back his ultimate control.While Rite of Rejection *could* have

been a stand alone novel, leaving a reader to their own interpretation of how things ended, I was

ecstatic to see a second book. Unlike many second books, it is not a filler book, setting up for book

three, but instead a true continuation of their journey. We get reunited with our old favorite

characters, while also introduced to new wonderful characters as well. Sarah writes these

characters in such a believable manner. She keeps them true to themselves, never wavering from

who they are, but yet still, continuously growing and evolving.The plot once again was fast paced

with a completely engaging premise. While the first book may have started out like many other

dystopians in circulation, it quickly took on a unique storyline. This second book continues with that

uniqueness. Also, as in book one, the unexpected twists and turns continue into this book right until

the very end. As a person whom very much enjoys young adult dystopians, despite being quite a bit

older than the target audience, I can honestly say this is a great series! My only complaint is the

next one is not ready, nor does it have a release date. I'll definitely be on the lookout for it.

Last year, I had the pleasure of reading Rite of Rejection and finding a new author to add to my ever

growing list of favorites. But after devouring the story, I had questions in the end and needed to

know more  more about what happened after the speech  more about Rebecca,

Daniel and Eric - just MORE. Thankfully, Ms. Negovetich heard the pleas of her readers and has

given us Rite of Revelation, and for this reader, I am ecstatic beyond words!So, was Rite of

Revelation everything I wanted it to be? Why, yesÃ¢Â€Â¦yes it was, plus so much more! In Rite of

Rejection, the story left off with Rebecca giving her speech across the hacked airwaves, and even

though it left me with a feeling of hope for the people, there really was no closure. I mean, did they

escape? Did life get better? Did the Cardinal finally get what he had coming? In this second

installment of the Acceptance series, the author took the story to heights I didn't see coming and I

loved it! This is a story of hope, love, the desire to belong and the desire to change the seemingly

impossible. It is also a story of believing in yourself and doing what you feel is right despite what

others might feel is wrong. Most importantly of all, this is a story of the desire for something better,

and along the way finding out that it was right in front of you staring you in the face.From the start,

the story grabbed my attention and held it until the very last page. I loved all the characters, and



really enjoyed witnessing their growth as they dealt with everything life was dishing out. I became

completely immersed in the world that the author has created and at times found myself holding my

breath because things grew intense at times. The writing flows almost effortlessly and the story line

is one that is easy to believe. My only disappointment is now I have to wait for the next book to be

released.If you are looking for a great read that is uniquely different and impossible to put down,

then this series is one you will definitely need to check out especially if you like Young Adult

Dsytopian fiction.Ã¢Â€ÂœFreedom isn't found in a place; itÃ¢Â€Â™s how you choose to live your

life every day and the people who fill that life with you.Ã¢Â€Â•

No, I can't pronounce Negovetich, but I'm ok with that.This is the follow up to Rite of Rejection, so

go read that one first. We continue where the cliff hanger dropped off with what happens to

Rebecca, Daniel and the others after the guards catch them trying to ruin the yearly Acceptance

ceremony. Enemies become friends, potential friends become enemies, and everyone still hates the

Cardinal, at least, everyone in the PIT and everyone who didn't conform to his standards and join

the Territories when they were set up.Once again, I'm left with more. I picked this book up as soon

as I finished the first and now I'm sitting here sadly waiting on the next book to come out because I

want more. It's that good.

While I like the story, I gave this only three stars for two reasons. First, Rebecca is just st not very

likable in the second book. In fact I just wanted to slap her several times. Second, I just couldn't see

the growth or a natural progression from a sheltered wall flower to kick ass leader. And for a leader

she sure whined a lot and pitied herself. We get all this from an English major who supposedly had

good writing skills? It just didn't work for me.

I eagerly waited for this book to come out. I read Negovetich's first installment in a day and could

not wait for this one to come out. Thankfully, this book did not disappoint. This second installment

continues the story of what happens when you underestimate the compliance of an oppressed

group of people. The journey they take leads them to realize that freedom truly isn't free.The group

finds themselves trying yet again to make their way in a group of strangers, and keep it all together.

Will loss, war, or hunger be enough to drive them apart?The characters are well written and

unpredictable. Negovetich does an amazing job keeping you guessing until the very last page. I

can't wait until the next installment to see what happens to some of my favorite characters.
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